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 McapMediaWire -- Luminar Media Group, Inc. (OTC Pink: LRGR) today announced that

it has entered into a definitive agreement to acquire a group of companies that own the

importation, distribution. and trademarks for Royale de Monte Carlo vodka, an Ultra

Premium vodka brand imported from France.

As part of the transaction, LRGR will sell its Big Media subsidiary to outgoing CEO Chris

Cook, and Robert Rico will become the Company’s new CEO.

"I am very excited about Royale De Monte Carlo becoming part of a publicly traded

company,” stated Robert Rico, CEO of Royale de Monte Carlo. “This will give us the

opportunity for wider exposure and greater access to capital. In the next quarter we

intend to file for a name and ticker change to better fit our business. We also intend to

uplist to the OTCQB market.”

"Brand Vault, the company that owns the Royale de Monte Carlo IP and Attaché Wine &

Spirits, the U.S. licensed importer, are also being acquired as part of the deal,” stated Dan

Boiangin founder of Royale De Monte Carlo Vodka. LRGR has also acquired Prestigious

Distributors LLC in the transaction.

“Royale De Monte Carlo Ultra Premium Vodka is available in the South Florida area

through Prestigious Distributors. We expect to expand our distribution network in the

United States, with New York being our first area outside of Florida,” stated Royal de

Monte Carlo cofounder Conrad Alfonso.

Royale de Monte Carlo is available for sale in Florida, New York, and in South America.

"The acquisition of Royale de Monte Carlo Vodka is part of our corporate strategy to

build shareholder value and increase our national distribution and enhance our brand

portfolio. Our vodka products are high-quality, award-winning brands, made from the

finest ingredients," he added. Royale de Monte Carlo was previously awarded the U.S

trademark “The Worlds Most Prestigious Vodka”
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"We have set the highest quality standards for our vodka, which is made from exceptional

ingredients, and filtered to perfection to achieve the smoothest possible taste," Mr.

Alfonso added.

Royale de Monte Carlo Vodka is made from the finest French grains sourced in Cognac,

France and distilled nine time using nanotechnology, then filtered seven times via

Champagne limestone for its signature finish. The end result is a texture thinner than

water, described as the "antonym of lava,” smooth taste, and flow through the palette

winning over every consumer.

Royale de Monte Carlo has added over one hundred new liquor stores in Miami in the

last 90 days and will continue to aggressively increase its footprint in South Florida, New

York City and the Tri-State area.

ABOUT US:

Royale de Monte Carlo headquartered in Miami, Florida, is a an ultra premium, icy cool,

and deliciously smooth vodka sure to give long lasting euphoric pleasure to any palate it

graces. Created and produced by fifth generation master distillers located in the heart of

the world-famous Cognac region of France, Royale de Monte Carlo was voted as the

"World's Most Prestigious Vodka”  . The superior qualities of Royale de Monte Carlo

Vodka stem from its utilization of the finest ingredients and a unique alkaline purification

process, which takes full advantage of the wisdom of the distillers of Charente and the

traditions of the region to ensure a perfected recipe. It comes bottled at 40% ABV and is

fermented scrupulously using the highest quality cereals from the Champagne Belt. The

use of champagne limestone during the filtration process of seven times, coupled with a

certified distillation technique, provides an unrivaled aroma and exotic touch sure to be

felt upon first sip.

Investor Relations Contact:

 info@royaledemontecarlo.com 

Phone: +1 (305) 283-9237

 www.royaledemontecarlo.com 

INSTAGRAM: @royaledemontecarlovodka 

Facebook: https://fb.com/royaledemontecarlovodka 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/montecarlovodka 

Safe Harbor:
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This press release contains forward-looking statements, particularly as related to, among

other things, the business plan of Royale De Monte Carlo Vodka statements relating to

goals, plans, and projections regarding the Vodka Brands Corp.'s financial position and

business strategy. The words or phrases 'would be,' 'will allow,' 'intends to,' 'may result,'

'are expected to,' 'will continue,' 'anticipates,' 'expects,' 'estimate,' 'project,' 'indicate,'

'could,' 'potentially,' 'should,' 'believe,' 'think,' 'considers,' or similar expressions, are

intended to identify 'forward-looking statements.' These forward-looking statements fall

within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the

Securities Act of 1934 and are subject to the safe harbor created by these sections.

Actual results could differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking

statements as a result of a number of risks and uncertainties. Such forward-looking

statements are based on current expectations, involve known and unknown risks, a

reliance on third parties for information, transactions or orders that may be cancelled,

and other factors that may cause our actual results, performance or achievements, or

developments in our industry, to differ materially from the anticipated results,

performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.

Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from anticipated results

include risks and uncertainties related to the fluctuation of global economic conditions,

the performance of management and our employees, our ability to obtain financing,

competition, general economic conditions, and other factors that are detailed in our

periodic reports and on documents we file from time to time with the Securities and

Exchange Commission. Statements made herein are as of the date of this press release

and should not be relied upon as of any subsequent date. Royale De Monte Carlo

Vodka. cautions readers not to place undue reliance on such statements. Royale De

Monte Carlo does not undertake, and Royale De Monte Carlo specifically disclaims any

obligation, to update any forward-looking statements to reflect occurrences,

developments, unanticipated events or circumstances after the date of such statement.

Actual results may differ materially from Royale De Monte Carlo Vodka expectations and

estimates. For more information about Royale De Monte Carlo Vodka and the risks

related to an investment in the Company, investors should review the Company's filings at

www.otcmarkets.com with their tax and financial advisor.
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